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South Europe at the crossroads 
Are we making the right decisions

about accessibility investments for the future? 

Inspire policy making by territorial evidence



General plan 

What is South?

What is South for the ESPON Projects?

Myths about the economic performance of the Southern States

Economic performance and accessibility

Spatial equity and access to the TEN corridors

Challenges to be addressed – new patterns of mobility

Conclusions
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1 – access to the Mediterranean Sea

3 - both Greek and Roman civilization background

4 – geographical specificities 



Territorial diversity 

- multiple challenges

- multiple opportunities

- reactive&proactive planning

The geography as a datum

Focusing on the accessibility 

is a precondition for planning :

- islands

- mountain areas

- sparsely populated areas

- socio-economic problems

Priority: connecting territories



More specifically (1) : rough terrain + ageing population => accessibility to specific services 



More specifically (2) :

- a South in the South

- policy against the

gradients

-depleting = peripheral,

ergo accessibility is a stake. 



More specifically (3) :

- the exposure to natural hazard is 

consistently higher in the South

- the opposition between the rural and 

the metropolitan areas is no longer

relevant

-what is the connection between 

exposure, accessibility and 

reactive policy decisions? 

A logical one …

Profile of policy design :

- reactive

- proactive

- protective



Common places about the South:

- the South is not an engine of economic growth

Reality:

- the Southern states are responsible for 33 % of the economic growth in the EU (2003-2008)

- the NUTS3 from the South are in the top of the hierarchy of GDP accumulation (2003-2008)

NUTS0 NUTS3



The anatomy of economic growth

2003 - 2014

The situation is identical for the 2003 -2014

period.

However, some countries in the area 

present different patterns of growth 

(RO&BG).



The anatomy of economic growth

2003 - 2014

However, some countries in the area present

different patterns of growth (GR).
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Potential accessibility (Road) - 2010
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Spain

y = 194.95x + 11803

R² = 0.4241

France

y = 71.049x + 18787

R² = 0.1629

Italy

y = 108.98x + 14864

R² = 0.6137

Portugal

y = -191.86x + 22180

R² = 0.109

Accessibility = a leverage for the economic performance

Different rhythms.

Road accessibility > rail accessibility > air accessibility

Data source : Eurostat and ESPON DB (TRACC)



y = 127.13x + 14800
R² = 0.5779
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Potential accessibility (Rail) - 2010
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Accessibility = a leverage for the economic 

performance

Different rhythms.

Road accessibility > rail accessibility > air 

accessibility

Data source : Eurostat, ESPON DB (TRACC), WDB

Railroad lines, km - 2015

Italy : 16 724 km

Spain: 15 658 km

Portugal: 2599

Greece: 2240

(Min = 1, max = 7)



y = 145.7x + 12027
R² = 0.3226
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Potential accessibility (Air) - 2010
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Accessibility = a leverage for the economic performance

Different rhythms.

Road accessibility > rail accessibility > air accessibility

Data source : Eurostat, ESPON DB (TRACC), composite

data providers

“10.1 % of the economic 

performance in the Lazio Region 

is directly linked to the presence 

of airports. “ (ICA, 2009)

Airport impact (ICA) - EU





TEN-T and accessibility

Good News :

-70% of the population is located at less than 20 km 

- the void areas concern sparsely populated areas

Bad news:

- the void areas concern sparsely populated areas

- only 4.6 millions of inhabitants are located in the void areas (> 90 %)



Almost 9 million Italians are located

at more than 50 Km from a core corridor.

The large metropolitan areas are located

at less than 25 Km from a corridor.

North vs. Centre vs. South 



TEN – T is not only about the roads => void areas at sea?

Cyclades, Sporades&other islands have their own geography of transportation.







Connecting  the accessibility planning with the mobility of population.



Local accessibility => towards new stakes.



Conclusions :

- more empirical studies at local level are needed

- access to data describing the flows system should become a 

priority in the ESPON studies

- more accessibility is just a starting point in recovering some 

path dependency trends of economic growth


